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CUE INSIGHTS: Your Expert Product Testing Partner




Cue Insights has an in depth understanding of product testing. We provide data driven recommendations for new and
redesigned products to help companies keep or move their products to the top of their category.
 In new product testing, respondents evaluate the new product, often along with several competitive products, to review
the overall features of the new product, identify areas for improvement, and see how it compares to competitors.
 Companies are constantly challenged to cut costs or improve ingredients which provides the need for redesigned
product testing. Here we typically test the redesigned product against the current product in addition to competitors.
Cue Insights has conducted product tests in and out of the US for 15+ years, gleaning best practices globally and applying them
locally. We are veterans of product testing processes, logistics, and quality control.
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OF USE/CONSUMPTION
The majority of
This allows
questions focus on this
respondents to reflect
stage and we ask
on the overall product
questions on the ease of
evaluation and
preparation, dispensing,
capture the impact
and ongoing reactions
this product could
to the look, taste, smell
have on themselves.
and feel of the product.

AFTER

3 STAGES
We capture first
impressions by asking
questions about initial
reactions to features
such as packaging,
look, smell and feel of
the product, etc.

DURING

BEFORE

Based on the objectives, Cue Insights develops questionnaires that provide a
comprehensive overview of the product experience, including all 3 stages of product
use/consumption.

Quantitative product testing is conducted via
home usage tests (HUTs) or central location
tests (CLTs). (See following slides for best practices
and when each methodology is best utilized.)

In HUTs, respondents test and evaluate
the product in their home.
In CLTs, respondents test and evaluate
the product in a controlled environment,
such as a mall facility or a laboratory.

BEST PRACTICES: HUT Studies
 The following best practices, developed by Cue Insights, are implemented for successful HUT studies.
Recruit for end of study
completes

 Our past experience has provided us with expertise to recruit the precise number
of respondents as we know that there will be drop-outs throughout the study
 We also know the questions to ask during the recruiting process to confirm that
the respondent will be able to receive the product and participate in the study

Balance the cells

 If more than one product is being tested, our team of professionals will balance all
the cells so that the same ratios of respondent types are testing each product
 This step is performed immediately after recruitment is completed, before the
product is shipped

Use reliable logistics
partners

 Through organization, past experience and key logistics partners, our team has
mastered the art of mass mailings, ensuring that all respondents receive the
correct product in a timely manner

Keep respondents
engaged during study

 We clearly communicate with respondents through email and hard copy directions
what is expected of them and who they can contact with any questions
 Our recruiting team may also follow up with phone calls to respondents if they
seem disengaged from the study

Implement strong quality
control measures

 We implement multiple layers of quality control measures to ensure that the
correct respondents receive and test the product, and we do not allow any
“questionable” respondents to complete the study
 We provide carefully crafted instructions to ensure compliance w/ study protocols
 Our online questionnaires are controlled so that respondents may only complete
the survey during the scheduled timeframe
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HUTs are best for products that
will be used over time or for products
(such as personal care) for which the
real life environment will produce the
most honest and realistic results
Examples of Cue’s IHUT Experience:
 3-cell monadic HUT for new sunscreen
products in 5 US warm weather states
to test lead prototypes under a new
benefit platform (see case study)
 Single cell HUT of toothpaste and
mouthwash product in the UK with daily
diaries and post-trial focus groups to
test consumer acceptance of a new
variant
 Monadic HUT in 6 countries to validate
that an ingredient change in several
baby care products didn't alienate
current customers
 6 cell monadic HUT in Japan and
Germany for bandages/plasters to test
product technologies

BEST PRACTICES: CLT Studies
 The following best practices, developed by Cue Insights, are implemented for successful CLT studies.
Determine best recruiting
methodology
Provide a clear and
detailed briefing guide

 For CLTs, respondents can be pre-recruited to a facility or recruited in real time
 Real time recruits (i.e., intercept recruiting) are best for studies conducted at mall
facilities where the audience needed is the general public with minimal quotas
 Pre-recruited studies are for harder-to-reach audiences or clients’ facilities
 Logistics are key in CLT studies, especially when multiple sites are involved
 Cue presents detailed briefing guides during kickoff with the host sites to review
quotas, screening criteria, the interview process and directions for leftover
product

Program clear instructions
into the questionnaire

 For many CLT studies, there are several steps in the evaluation process;
programming them into the questionnaire helps provide quality control
 Our programmers use special features such as a doorbell sound to indicate when a
product should be provided or a timer page when timed use is necessary

Conduct a pre-test

 In addition to providing practice test links to facility sites, Cue also conducts pretests when feasible to ensure that all directions are clear and that respondents are
engaged appropriately

Validate respondents
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 Cue will call a subset of respondents who have completed the study in order to
validate their participation with a few simple questions as well as ensure that all
appropriate procedures were followed during the study

CLTs are best for products that require
specific preparation/ handling or when
it is beneficial to have an
interviewer/host for observation or
guidance

Examples of Cue’s CLT Experience:
 Sunscreen CLT in Italy testing 6
sunscreen products for conceptproduct fit of a new product
 4 cell CLT in the US for toothpaste
products at 6 different mall sites to
identify a new winning flavor for an
existing product
 Frozen breakfast CLT in 2 US cities
among children ages 8-17 to test
new product acceptance
 Taste test in 3 US locations with
adults and kids, to determine the
preferred format of a nutritional
supplement (chewable, gummy, etc.)

Case Study: 3 Cell Monadic HUT
Sunscreen Product HUT
OBJECTIVES
 The objective of this HUT research was to test 2
sunscreen prototypes and 1 in-market benchmark
with consumers in a real life/at home setting. The
2 prototypes had performed the strongest out of
several options in a previous CLT study.
 The results would be used to confidently
recommend the prototype to advance to the next
phase of development.

METHODOLOGY
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This 3-cell monadic study was designed as a Home Usage Test in 5 US warmweather states (CA, FL, AZ, LA or TX).
Test products were blinded and identified with a 3-digit code and study number.
Respondents used the product in place of their regular sunscreen at least 3 times
over a 2.5-week testing period.
100 respondents were recruited per cell for a final count of 60 completes per
cell.

FIELD NOTES
 Due to the client timeline, field needed to occur over the
Thanksgiving holiday, so additional field time was accounted for
during planning.
 In the screener, we made sure that respondents would be home
during the field time and that they had an address that we could
ship to (e.g., no PO box addresses).
 For quality control, the questionnaire started by confirming that the
respondent had the same product number as indicated in our
records.
 The link to the final questionnaire was only sent to respondents
after they had the product for at least 1 week.

FINAL RESULTS
 The data provided a clear winner among the 2 prototypes.
 The winning prototype performed strong against the
benchmark and performed significantly better than the
other prototype on various key measures.

THANK YOU
www.cueinsights.com
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